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British opera
nut to rebuild
Venice venue
to show the world the raw power of
opera’s early days.
“At first the Venetians thought I was
just a crazy English guy but I have
shared my passion with them and they
are starting to buy into the project,” Mr
Atkin, who now has the backing of the
city, said.
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A tax consultant has
sold up to follow his
dream of bringing back
San Cassiano theatre,
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he earliest surviving
opera, Jacopo Peri’s
Euridice, dates from
1600, but it was only
when the doors of San
Cassiano in Venice opened in
1637 that opera really came of
age (Neil Fisher writes).
That was because suddenly it
was being peddled to everyone in
society. It had to hold its own as
commercial entertainment; not
just for lords and ladies but for
their maids and their gondoliers.
How could opera hold the
attention of the masses? By
covering the same subjects as
today’s popular TV dramas:
politics, corruption and, above
all, sex. So out went highfalutin
retellings of ancient myth and in
came salacious dramas with only
a tenuous link to history.
Francesco Cavalli probably
collaborated on Claudio
Monteverdi’s 1643 masterpiece
The Coronation of Poppea, a
Tarantinoesque romp featuring
suicide, murder, infidelity, black
humour and shameless eroticism.
The piece is about servants as
well as their masters — the
bawdy maids and jaded lackeys
get almost as much airtime.
Why? Because those lackeys
were sitting in the theatre too,
lapping it up.
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reation of Shakespeare’s Globe theatre
in London. Impressed by his dream, the
Globe also signed on as a partner.
Detective work at Venice’s state
archives yielded the design of the
original San Cassiano, confirming that
it had an orchestra of no more than
eight musicians and room for only 405
spectators, with five tiers of small boxes
where people may have stood to watch
the performance.
Mr Atkin discovered that there are
two theatres in Sweden and one in the
Czech Republic occasionally putting on
Baroque operas today. “But in Italy,
where there are 3,000 theatres, none is
able to stage Baroque opera with the
stage machinery of the period, so we
will be the first,” he said.
His next task was enrolling Italian
experts to join the team, convincing the
town hall and launching fundraising to
help reach the estimated €90 million
cost of the project.
The way he sees it, the reborn San
Cassiano means jobs and an injection

of culture in a city dying under the
weight of too many day trippers buying plastic Chinese carnival masks.
“They have seen we are trying to
reclaim opera for Venice, offering a
sustainable future to a city which is suffering,” he said.
His wife and two daughters, aged 11
and 18, are backing him to the hilt, he
said. “My daughters are happy their dad
is doing this crazy project,” he said.
One hitch is that the original site of
the theatre, near the Rialto bridge, is in
a private garden. “We would ideally buy
the site but we are also talking to the
town hall about other sites,” he said.
One possible location is behind a
palazzo on the Grand Canal. “That
would involve building in the garden of
the palazzo, which is possible since the
theatre is small, no more than 20 metres by 30 metres,” he said. “And that is
the beauty — when you watch a performance you can see the singers’ eyes,
and if they are moving you to tears, you
can bet they are crying too.”

Wise action needed to stop frankincense supplies running out
Rhys Blakely Science Correspondent

The Romans once sent an army to
control the production of frankincense,
a commodity that so beguiled the
ancient Egyptians they called it “the
sweat of the gods fallen to Earth”.
The aromatic resin is in demand once
again and scientists are warning that
supplies are in danger of collapse. Their
research suggests that the trees from
which it comes are being destroyed by
cattle farming, drought, war and a
scramble to meet booming demand in

the West, where it is marketed as an
antidote to anxiety.
All frankincense — including that
given to the infant Jesus by the Wise
Men — comes from Boswellia, a genus
of trees and shrubs from the Horn of
Africa, Arabian Peninsula and India.
A survey of important harvesting
sites has suggested that many have not
produced healthy young plants in
decades. Production will be halved in
20 years, a study published in the
journal Nature Sustainability predicts.
“Frankincense is in peril,” it concludes.

For centuries the main source of
high-quality frankincense was Boswellia
sacra, a tree found in Oman, Yemen and
Somalia. The resin is extracted by
gouging its bark, a process known as
tapping. The amber-like beads of frankincense that emerge are used in perfumes, cosmetics, essential oils, incense
and traditional medicines.
Habitat loss, drought and overproduction have greatly reduced the
Boswellia sacra population, the study
says. In the 1990s another variety —
Boswellia papyrifera — became the

main source of frankincense globally. A
survey of 23 areas of nearly 22,000
Boswellia papyrifera trees found that
most were old and dying. “These changes
are caused by increased human population pressure on Boswellia woodlands
through cattle grazing, frequent burns
and reckless tapping,” the study says.
The ancient Egyptians believed that
the souls of the dead ascended to heaven
on the tendrils of smoke produced as
frankincense smoulders. The Persians,
Babylonians, Assyrians, Greeks, and
Hebrews all ascribed importance to its

ceremonial use and the Roman
emperor Nero is said to have burnt an
entire year’s harvest at the funeral of a
favourite mistress. Today the Roman
Catholic Church uses an estimated
50 tonnes of frankincense a year.
The report says that action must be
taken soon to rescue frankincense.
“Populations can be restored by
establishing cattle exclosures and
fire-breaks, and by planting trees
and tapping trees more carefully,” it
says. “Concerted conservation and
restoration efforts are urgently needed.”

